
TIMEKEEPER

With Timekeeper, each company or business 
unit within the group can have their own 
timesheets to suit the way they do business, 
and the information they need to capture. 
Timekeeper’s pattern scheduling software 
eliminates paperwork and improves accuracy. 
Planned timesheets are created using the 
employee’s shift cycle, approved roster or 
default work hours, minimising data entry and 
distributing the processing workload over the 
whole pay.
Aurion Timekeeper includes award  
interpretations to ensure accurate and 
consistent interpretation of award conditions. 
Employees receive their correct entitlement 
and the business has accurate and timely 
labour cost information to set charge rates 
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Aurion Timekeeper enables accurate 
and cost-effective time recording 
for activity costings, and to measure 
productivity and bill customers for 
work done. Accurate time recording 
also ensures employees receive 
correct payment for the hours they 
work and the correct entitlement 
where they work flexible hours. 
Timekeeper supports totally flexible 
work patterns with unlimited cycles 
and roster templates, allowing you to 
schedule employees well in advance.

and bill for work.
Accurate interpretation reduces the time spent 
calculating employee payments and dealing 
with errors. It uses elapsed hours or raw 
start and finish times to calculate the rate(s) 
for payment, the number of hours to pay, 
any other loadings, penalties or allowances 
that are applicable and then updates payroll. 
Configurable rulesets make Award Interpreter 
fully adaptable to your business needs.  
Rulesets are easy to update when entitlements 
change.
Award Interpreter is integrated with the 
Timekeeper and Leave modules to full 
automate time and attendance processing. 
Aurion Payroll offers a range of benefits 
for all users - Employees, Managers and 
Administrators.

BENEFITS
Adaptable time keeping
The Timekeeper Workbench lets you design 
your own web timesheets for time recording, 
including activity costing and to administer 
flexible working arrangements. Each company 
or business unit can have a custom timesheet 
to suit the specific way they work. Timesheets 
are easy to modify when requirements change.

Staff scheduling
Staff Schedule simplifies roster planning and
reviewing staff utilisation and availability. 
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CONTACT US TODAY
email sales@aurion.com.au
or call 1300 287 466.
With a 30 year heritage in payroll and HRIS 
software solutions, Aurion is the trusted partner 
of hundreds of organisations and government 
agencies. Put  simply, Aurion designs and 
deploys the best people and payroll software 
that makes work life easy.

Managers, administrators and employees 
see their actual and planned roster via Self 
Service. You choose the information you want 
to include and highlight using configurable 
display formats and colours. Navigation is easy 
and you can toggle between past and future 
periods.
Timekeeper automates data entry for 
employees using an employee’s roster cycle. 
Each pay, Timekeeper creates a planned 
timesheet which employees can update via 
the web. The result is highly efficient and error-
free time recording, significantly reducing 
processing time.

Improve productivity and reduce 
costs

Online data capture improves productivity by 
eliminating paper timesheets and reducing 
errors through real time validation. Pattern 
scheduling takes this further as employees 
only record changes to the planned roster. 
Supervisor approval is optional if there are no 
changes to a planned timesheet. Otherwise 
Aurion Workflow routes submitted timesheets
for approval.
Designated employees such as team leaders 
can enter and approve timesheets for other 
employees or groups. Employees can work 
shifts for different supervisors who can bulk 
approve the time worked for them by any 
employee.
Timesheet data can also be uploaded from 
other systems including swipe cards and other 
time capture devices.

KEY FEATURES
+ Completely automated, end to end      
  processing, via autopay, or from approved  
  Timekeeper form, through Award Interpreter  
  and directly into Payroll without user   
  intervention. 
+ Simple or complex work patterns with
   unlimited cycles automates payment
   for all staff, except for casuals who work
   completely ad hoc hours
+ Comply with tax reporting requirements:
       + Prepare payment summaries (including
          ETP) on demand and at year end       

  + Industry-leading Superannuation      
   Management Tools to calculate mandatory     
   and employee superannuation contributions    
   in accordance with SuperStream legislation:
       + Support for accumulation and defined
          benefit schemes  
       + Use percentage of fixed amounts
 

       + Salary sacrifice
    

       + Contribute to multiple funds
  

       + Flexible eligibility rules such as minimum
          earnings of $450 per month   
+ Simplify termination with compliant
   calculation of pay and tax on termination   
   based on reason for termination
+ Group of companies:
       + Produce a separate payment summary
          for each company in the group where an
          employee has worked during the year. 
+ Define flexible set up options to suit the way
    your business works:
       + Unlimited pay rates and pay codes
       + Components for composite pay rates
       + Pay cycles (weekly, fortnightly and
          monthly)
       + Payment method (cash, cheque, bank
          transfer or any combination)
       + Disburse pay to multiple accounts
+ Suite of Business Reports and templates
   for current or historic payroll and costing
   transactions:
       + Define tolerances for reporting exceptions  
       + Establish parameters to run several   
          reports from the same template
 

       + Use ‘smart fields’ to pick up correct date
          ranges and periods
+ Unlimited roster work pattern offers detailed
   staff scheduling capabilities


